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Congratulations!
Kickstart Kit 

Resilience

... on taking a baby step towards creating even greater resilience in your day-to-day life! I can’t
begin to tell you how important this is for the longevity of your career, your overall health, and
your physical, emotional, spirtual and mental wellness.

Cultivating resilience is a daily practice. I like to think of my resilience practices as my “master
habits”. They allow me to show up in life with higher levels of energy, passion and focus. On the
days that I don’t make time for my resilience rituals, or forget how important they are, I find myself
lacking energy, feeling sluggish, getting easily overwhelmed and straight-up exhausted.

Can you relate? Have you been there before? Are you currently feeling any of those states now?
We can probably both agree that it’s not enjoyable or sustainable to live our lives in a constant
state of exhaustion, drive-drive-drive, or as the old expression says “pouring from an empty cup”.

You see, resilience is the key to living a life you love. Resilience is the key to ‘making it’ in business.
Resilience is the key to creating thriving relationships. Resilience is the way we embrace and utilize
change. Resilience is the way we get back up after falling down. In my opinion, there’s no skill right
now that’s more important than developing greater levels of resilience. We are living in a world of
constant and chronic change and we must be able to quickly recover to face and celebrate the
next day. 

After studying change and resilience over the past decade, it’s my passion to share these
ideas because I KNOW they will positively impact your life for decades to come! This guide is an
amazing resource to start focusing even more on creating YOUR master resilience habits. While
I’ve outlined my favorite practices, daily habits, must-know products, the key for you will be to find
what works for you.....and that means it’s sustainable. Give yourself permission to start small. As you
create success, you can add on!

Take a deep breath and enjoy the process. I look forward to hearing from you as you implement
these resilience ideas into your daily life.

Enjoy!  

Creating rituals for resilience is all about filling your cup:
     energizing your mind and body
     taking care of yourself from the inside out
     and highly valuing self-care

Adam, Randi, Chelsea & Deanna
The More Love “Pivot” Team 
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Overview

What Is Resilience?
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Re�ame Y�r P�cepti�

Mine f� Insight

Make Rec��y a Ritual

Resilience is the ability to thrive - mentally, physically, spiritually and emotionally - regardless
of what may be happening in your environment. When you’re resilient, you’re more able to
effectively utilize change, create solutions, manage your energy and go with the flow. Resilience
will enable you to bounce back from challenges and end up even stronger. Your level of
resilience will often determine how situations will unfold in your life. There are not many
success stories that don’t involve healthy resilience. Cultivating your resilience is a skill in
business and life that is truly game-changing! 

We strongly believe in the idea that our reality is based on our perception… and this is a wonder-
ful thing, because that means we can change our perception to create new possibilities. By re-
framing a situation (aka - changing the way we look at something) we are more able to learn
from it, grow and move forward. When we are willing to reframe something and look at it
differently, our entire reality can change. YES... we are that powerful! 

We love practicing the art of alchemy - turning lead into gold. The more we ‘mine for the gold’,
the more we find. In other words, always look for the little gems - the lessons, the creative oppor-
tunities, no matter how big or small. With each failure, challenge or experience, there’s always
something we can learn… if we are willing to look deeper than what’s on the surface.

Recovery doesn’t happen by accident. It’s a daily choice that we get to make. By choosing to
make our recovery rituals a priority, giving ourselves permission for greater self-care and self-
love… the more resilient we’ll be and the more space we’ll create for wonderful things. Think of
athletes - they don’t just play game after game without taking their ice bath, getting a thera-
peutic massage and getting their green drink… right?! We are no different! It doesn’t matter if 
you’re a professional athlete, a mom or a corporate warrior - we ALL need the time to relax, 
recover and recharge!

The 3-Whistle Resilience F�mula
Reframe Your Perception

Mine for Insight

Make Recovery a Ritual



It’s a lack of
recovery
from stress.

www.AdamMarkel.com

The real enemy of
high performance
is NOT stress.
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Are simple (and convenient!) - Remember - often  it’s the little things that make a big difference!

Don’t take too much time to implement 
Are planned out and structured
Become sacred rituals that are prioritized 
Consider all areas of wellness (Mental, Emotional, Spiritual, Physical) 

Successful Resilience Practices ...

To set you up for success, we’ve chunked this resilience kit down into an easy flow - Morning
Practices, Afternoon Practices and Evening Practices. We encourage you to use this flow to stay
on track, keep things easy and take the guesswork out of this process. Reminder - you don’t
have to do everything on this list! You can pick and choose… but we do encourage you to try
new things, as you may be surprised by rituals that you didn’t expect to enjoy. 

The Imp�tance of Rec��y
Many people think of resilience as the ability to endure.... to power through and come out
swinging on the other side! Endurance is certainly one aspect of the resilience equation.
Recovery is the other part, and perhaps even more important. It is also much of what we
focus on in this kickstart kit.

Using This Kit

Taking it easy, relaxing, practicing “self-care” ... sounds easy and
doable, right? Unfortunately, we often don’t give ourselves per-
mission to take the time to do this. Research proves that recovery
is critically important to athletes, so why not for “us-thletes”? We
may not be competing for an olympic team but we are all deal-
ing with change, stress and other issues that challenge us daily.
Resilience is our ability to bounce back from these challenges
and come back even stronger. Recovery is essential to build and
maintain high performance.

Therefore, it’s important for us to develop the discipline to take
breaks. To recover. We recommend setting recovery reminders
for yourself every 40 t0 90 minutes of concerted activity. Have a Fit Bit or other smart device?
Pay attention to it’s reminders to move. Use an app to manage your work/recovery time. If you
spend a lot of time in front of a computer, invest in technology to manage your screen time, etc. 

Focus Keeper App (based on the Pomodoro Method)
Iristech.co - Screen saver apps that manage screen usage
Your FitBit and other smart devices

Resources:
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The F�st Step
Before you dive into the practices and suggestions contained within, complete the Personal 
Resilience Recipe Worksheet on the next page. This will help you identify what underlying
practices you already have for your foundation!
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Worksheet

The Resilience Inside Y�!
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While we can all improve our resilience practices and continously grow our resilience “muscle”,
we are all already resilient in our own right. Use this technique to uncover the common elements
that exist at times when you are persistent and successful. You can then draw upon them as you
build your own resilence arsenal.

Reflect on the most important achievement in your life to date. Don’t compare
yourself to others; you don’t need to dent the universe, just think of a time when
you felt proud of what you’d accomplished.

In writing, describe the scene—what you did, what you accomplished, who was
there, how it felt. Just use bullet points, and capture as many details as possible.
Think of the time leading up to your accomplishment. What did you do? Were 
there obstacles to surmount? Did you have to get help? What was hard, and
what was easy?

Look through your list of bullet points. Identify three to five things—specific
attitudes, actions, resources, or people— that were most critical to your
accomplishment.

Step 1

 Step 2

 Step 3

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Daily Resilience
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St�t With Intenti�
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The beginning of your story is essential! The way we choose to wake up - from the inside out -
truly sets the tone for how we experience ourselves being and the world around us in the 24
hours to come. Taking time for you first thing in the morning to get out of bed on the ‘right foot’
is one of the most powerful and impactful things you can choose to do. This is time for you to
create your day through visualizations, mantras, gratitude and wake up practices. 

Ingredients

Water
2 handfuls of Power Greens
(spinach and/or kale)
Cucumber
Celery
Cilantro*
Ginger*

* Optional ingredients: I include them at
   different times based on my mood! Make
   it according to your own taste!

Instructions

Place all desired ingredients in a blender or food processor and blend!
Make enough of this beautiful green drink that you can enjoy it all day.
Best enjoyed cold (sometimes I add ice).

Hydrate and “feed” your constitution 
Engage in a Gratitude Practice
Set your intentions (your “blueprint”) for the day
Meditate or another mindfulness practice
Make a green drink for daily vitamins and minerals

Calm App
Insight Timer
Breathing reminders
Green Drink

Rec�mended Schedule

Drink a glass of water first thing. Try adding lime
and a sprinkle of Himalayan sea salt. For more
benefits, add some apple cider vinegar (for
alkaline) and a vitamin C packet.

Resources:

Tips & Tricks

I love having a blender full of green drink that I
can consume throughout the day. The benefits
of Green Drink include curbing your appetite,
increasing your energy, reducing inflammation in
your body, and a convenient way to get your
vitamins and minerals  

Mint*
Avocado
Flax seed*
Almond milk* (no dairy)
Banana* (fruit will add sweetness)
Apple*
Blueberries*



Set a Schedule for Your Morning

M�ning Ritual W�ksheet 

What might get in the way of achieving your plan? How will you address these things and
hold yourself accountable for making progress towards your plan?   
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My AM
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Use this space to create your own Resilience Plan! You can pull from any of the ideas we’ve
shared and/or add your own unique rituals into the mix. Be specific and try new things :-) 

Give Yourself Feedback:  What worked for you this morning?

What didn’t worked for you this morning?

What could be done differently?
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The Conscious PIVOT Podcast with Adam Markel
Binaural Beat Recordings
Headspace, Mental Workout Apps
Biofield Tuning Fork
Offtime or Unplugged App
Focus Keeper App

Resources:

We’ve all felt that mid-day slump. That’s the time where we’ll reach for some chocolate, another
cup of coffee or get lost in social media land… but this is actually the perfect time to recharge
using your resilience rituals. The middle of our day offers us a new opportunity to recharge, re-
energize and pick ourselves up with healthy practices and go-to rituals. Remember, this is the
time of day to give yourself a loving pick-me-up and stay on track with your healthy habits.
When you get this part of the day right you truly set yourself for greater success in the evening
with your wind-down practices. 

Int�nal vs. Ext�nal Rec��y

D�’t Let the Day Get Away Fr� Y�

When & F� H� L�g?
There are many different guidelines for how often you should break and 
for how long. There is evidence that mental focus, clarity and energy cycles
are anywhere from 90-120 minutes long at which point you could take a
break. One expert indicates that we only have about 3 hours of focused
and productive mental capability a day! Our “prescription” is the 40/20
rule: For every 40 minutes of exertion, take a 20 minute break. This is simi-
lar to exercise routines like Tabata which alternate high intensity activity
and recovery using a 2 to 1 ratio.   

Corporate athlete expert Jim Loehr notes that if you have too much time in the performance
zone, you need that much more time in the recovery zone to avoid burnout. Mustering your
resources to push yourself to “endure” requires burning even more energy in order to overcome
your currently low arousal level. It also exacerbates exhaustion. The more we push and overwork
ourselves, the importance of recovery rises in proportion. This results in us requiring even more
recovery to return ourselves to a balanced, productive state than we might have otherwise re-
quired. Which, In our hectic lives, is even more challenging. So don’t skip recovery!

Experts agree that resilience requires both internal and external recovery. Internal recovery is
the shorter periods of recovery or relaxation that we engage in during our workday or within a
work setting. When we go, go, go, we deplete our mental and/or physical resources for any 
given task. We require breaks to recover, even if it is just shifting our attention or changing to 
other work tasks. External recovery refers to breaks we take outside of work, like our free time at
night, on the weekends, holidays or vacations. It’s critical to our performance that we take these
breaks, even when we don’t “feel” like we can. Not using our free time is short sighted for sure.
One practice we recommend is that, as much as possible, we don’t use our weekends to “catch
up”. Unless we balance it with the proper amount of recovery, we’re spent on Monday.  Definitely
not a good way to start the week! 



Give Y�r Mind a Break

Listen to a Podcast (that won’t raise your blood pressure!) 
Close your eye and listen to relaxing music, especially if you love the words and can
focus on singing along! Try music that utilizes Binaural Beats for maximum impact.  
Meditation - The benefits of meditation are well documented and provide a much needed
mental break.
Remove yourself from technology! Even if you have to use an app to do it, the importance
of the break trumps the irony ;-). 

Create a State Change
In our work training speakers, one of the most important things we teach is that of creating state
changes for the audience to keep them engaged for maximum learning and impact. This is often
one of the best ways to recover too. A state change is anything that creates a mental or physical
shift. Try these suggestions during the day: 
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Aft�n�n
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Most of us know that taking a break is important to recovery. However, for many of us, even
though we’ve stopped what we’re doing, our mind is still stuck in the same place. It’s important
to realize that just stopping does not equal recovery! Our brains need a rest as much as our
bodies do. So make sure that you engage in recovery activities that avoid high mental arousal
states. Some suggestions are: 

Play energetic music at that time of day when you lack of energy or find yourself getting
more and more lost in thoughts.
 
Enage in laughter! We love having a 30-second impromptu laugh session.

Just plain move your body in a different way. We have a rebounder in our workspace that is
great for a mid-day bounce and pick me up.

Invest in a standing desk and stand up to complete a task.

Give yourself a massage using a tool like (our favorite) the Accu-Hook.

Take 10 minutes to tune into good vibrations using a Biofield Tuning Fork.

Engage in Qi Gong or Yoga.

Take a 20-minute walk outside in the fresh air - even hug a tree!

My personal favorite: Put your feet up on wall and take a 20 minute power nap. This allows
your blood to circulate in a new direction and relieve some stress from your feet and legs.
It’s truly incredible! Yes, this one definitely requires the right work environment...
  

Continued



D�’t F�get Nu�iti�
Have you ever heard the saying we are what we eat!? We tend to agree with this statement
and believe that the more nourished we are, the more resilient we are. You wouldn’t drive your
car without any gas in it… so why do so many of us choose to do that to our bodies? It takes just
as much time and energy to make an amazing decision as it does to make a poor one. So let’s
talk about some amazing ways to incorporate nutrition and proper nourishment into your daily
routine:

Instead of 3 large meals, have 5-6 “mini” meals throughout the day. Ensure they balance
protein and low glycemic healthy carbs or vegetables.

Stock up on the good stuff - think dark leafy greens, vegetables, fruit, seeds and more!
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Aft�n�n
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Commit to making your daily green drink! This is a GAME CHANGER and it’s so simple to do.

Always have a healthy protein bar on hand. We love the Rx Bar and Bulletproof Bar! Go for
something that’s high in protein and low in sugar.

Incorporate some amazing supplements to add extra vitamins, minerals and antioxidants
into your body. Make sure to speak to a doctor that can help you identify what you’re
deficient in and can create a specific protocol for you and your health goals.
 
Replace your second cup of coffee with a turmeric ginger latte or as it’s called at coffee
shops, a “golden milk.” Turmeric has incredible anti-inflammatory properties and supports
the body in so many ways. It’s a great way to still get something warm and delicious with-
out the caffeine surge!

Drink water!  And to enhance the impact, add a pinch of himalayan salt to further hydrate
your cells!  You can also add 1 tsp of apple cider vinegar to your water to support your
entire system.

Feeling peckish during the day but know it’s out of habit versus hunger? Don’t turn to the 
vending machine! Instead create a “state change” and refocus your attention. For example,
have a ball at your desk that you can roll under your foot. This will also provide some of 
the same benefits as acupuncture.
 

Good old fashioned water!
Rx & Bulletproof Bars
Foot Rubz Massage Ball
Green Drink

Resources:

Continued



Set a Schedule for Your Afternoon

Aft�n�n Ritual W�ksheet 

What might get in the way of achieving your plan? How will you address these things and
hold yourself accountable for making progress towards your plan?   
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My Day
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Use this space to create your own Resilience Plan! You can pull from any of the ideas we’ve
shared and/or add your own unique rituals into the mix. Be specific and try new things :-) 

Give Yourself Feedback:  What worked for you this afternoon?

What didn’t worked for you this afternoon?

What could be done differently?
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Headspace App
Bose Sleepbuds
Epsom Salt Baths

Resources:

Yes! It’s the end of the day and it’s time for our beloved evening rituals. This is the time to unwind,
calm down and tell the body that it’s okay to slow down. Often times we find ourselves up late,
still on our computers or phones, watching the news or feeling guilty for being tired… when in fact
this is the perfect time to settle down, close down our technology and give our bodies (mental,
emotional, physical and spiritual) time to decompress. Your evening rituals are all about getting
quiet, calming the nervous system, harnessing your energy and preparing your body for deep
sleep. This is a critical part of the day, so give yourself this gift of slowing down at night. Your
body will thank you! 

Taking Stock & L�king Ahead

First, create a schedule! Someone once said “there is freedom in routine”. Having a schedule
will free your mind and begin the process of winding down.
Engage in a winding down practice. See below for ideas.  
Celebrate your successes from the day.
Determine and write down the 3 most important things to accomplish the next day.

Rec�mended Schedule

These practices will aid your recovery, help your ability to reframe and prepare your mind and
body for a good night’s sleep.

Evening Practices

Forgiveness
Allow negative things that may have happened during your day to fall away. Give yourself
space to just be and be kind to yourself. You can also repeat this mantra to yourself three
times “I’m sorry. Please forgive me. Thank you. I love you.” 

I’ve heard it said that the best way to start the day is the night before. List the 3 most import-
ant things you’d like to accomplish the following day. This will allow you to let go of future
worries and start the following day with calm intention.

Set an intention for the night’s sleep you will have by repeating a soothing mantra. For ex-
ample, “My mind is calm and my body is relaxed. I am at peace and welcome sleep into my
being. I am grateful for this time to rest.”  

Celebration is one of the greatest recommendations we can offer you, as the more you
celebrate, the more you’ll have to celebrate! Being in a space of joy, happiness and gratitude
is a powerful energy and brings more of that goodness into your life. Don’t hold back - give
yourself this amazing gift. Each evening, journal at least 3 things to celebrate, no matter
how small. 

3 Priorities for Tomorrow

Celebration

Mantra 
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Try a gratitude practice and/or breathwork practice.

Take a bath with epsom salt to soothe tired muscles and a tired mind.

Read something relaxing - preferrrably in a book, not on a device.

Limit your use of screens for at least 30 minutes before bed.

Turn the brightness down on your phone. The iPhone even has a timer you can set to turn
your display on a warmer setting.

Consider blue light filters for any electrics you are regularly on at night, such as your TV or
computer.

Set up an essential oil diffuser next to your bed.

Turn on a salt lamp 1 hour before bed.

Quality of pillows and bed.

Ensure the air is moist for enhanced breathing - consider a humidifier.

If sound wakes you up, look into white noise devices, the Bose Sleepbuds or a trusty fan. 

Sleep
The importance of sleep to recovery cannot be overstated. Unfortunately we’re getting two
hours LESS sleep now than we were 100 years ago. Sleep is a HUGE part of how our bodies
and minds recover. We require at seven to eight hours of sleep in order to fully recharge from
our day. 

It’s not just the quantity of sleep that is important either. The quality of our sleep is as, if not
arguably MORE, important than the amount. Yet how many times do we lay down and stare
at the ceiling with our mind racing? With this in mind, try the following suggestions to create
a wind down ritual and an environment conducive to a great night’s sleep:  

Continued



Set a Schedule for Your Evening

Evening Ritual W�ksheet 

What might get in the way of achieving your plan? How will you address these things and
hold yourself accountable for making progress towards your plan?   
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Use this space to create your own Resilience Plan! You can pull from any of the ideas we’ve
shared and/or add your own unique rituals into the mix. Be specific and try new things :-) 

Give Yourself Feedback:  What worked for you this evening?

What didn’t worked for you this evening?

What could be done differently?
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Redefining the “C�p�ate W�i�”
Just like professional athletes, “corporate warriors” (as we like to call them) also benefit greatly
from having rituals for resilience. The more resilient we are, the more able we are to face
challenges that arise in business… and we all know that the #1 goal of businesses is to solve
problems. Business is constantly changing and forcing us to create new solutions on the daily.
This requires everyone in the organization to show up with focus, energy, passion, creativity and
most of all resilience. Fostering that kind of environment is critical to the success of your organ-
ization. And now, there’s data that confirms it just makes good business sense. A study by PwC
in 2014 indicated that initiatives that fostered a resilient and mentally healthy workplace returned
$2.30 for every dollar spent! The return came in the
form of lower health care costs, higher productivity,
lower absenteeism and decreased turnover. 

Perspective

Build Networks / Fostering
Cooperative Interaction

Manage Stress /
Personal Resilience

Work Purposefully Maintaining Perspective

Opportunities & Rewards for
Continuous Learning

Model Health & Wellness

Areas of Focus f� Business Practices
We recommend focusing on these areas when creating practices to build and promote resilience 
within your business or corporation. Each of these encompasses its own set of issues and
opportunities. But the payoff is worth it!
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Model Health & Wellness

Manage S�ess / P�s�al Resilience

We encourage you to be an organization that truly values and invests in holistic wellness of
your employees. The more willing you are to invest in their well-being, the more willing they
will be to come into work each day focused, determined and ready to rock. Regardless of
what programs and tactics you employ, the most important is that the leadership team leads
by example in how they demonstrate and engage in their own resilience practices. Resilience
cannot be just another flavor of the month program. It must be made real and lived through
viligent modeling, prioritization, redundant messaging that cascades throughout the entire
organization. Yes, this means that emailing your employees on a Saturday at 10:30 pm is off-
limits. Remember, the very future of your organization depends on it.

Another way to ensure that you aren’t just paying lip service to the idea of building a resilient
organization is to look at it from the bottom up:  Take at real look at how easy or hard you 
make it for people to actually engage in recovery rituals at work. Did you install a gym onsite
that no ones seems to be using? Perhaps you’re not make it possible for people to use it? Are
there showers? A culture of acceptance? Pay attention to the small details that make it easy.
Again - it’s not about taking time away from work. It’s about making work time even that much
more productive!  

Personal and professional resilience means being able to manage your emotional state so
feelings like stress, overwhelm or anxiety don’t get in the way. Helping people regulate and
manage their stress is an essential part of cultivating resilience and building a strong, agile
and reliable team. Here are a few ideas for creating a culture of resilience in your organization:

Start an incentive program or “challenges” where people are given credits for self-care.
This could include taking a walk during their lunch break, meditating during the day, bring-
ing healthy snacks and more.

Encourage your staff to take a 20 minute walk during their lunch break. It’s simple yet
profound!

Offer a monthly yoga class for your team. This resource could be transformational for your
staff and offer a nice break from their normal routine.

Buy everyone in your office a plant for their desk. Bringing the beauty of nature and the
outdoors into the office never fails!

Hang up some empowering and positive quotes on the walls to remind people how
amazing they are. This is an easy way to boost morale and showcase the company values!

Encourage people to leave once the day is done. Make it clear that there are no brownie
points for sleeping in the office and let people know you want them to have a healthy life
outside of work. 

Have healthy snack options available in your kitchen! Nuts, seeds, fruit and more.

Encourage people to celebrate each other and point out positives when they see people
doing amazing things in the organization. A pat on the back or a note of appreciation goes
a long way. 

Consider doing quarterly or yearly wellness gifts for the team like gift cards for a facial,
massages in the office or a place to stretch or even nap during the day. 

Continued
C�p�ate

Perspective
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Perspective

W�k P�posefully

Opp�tunities & Rew�ds f� C�tinu�s Le�ning

Maintaining P�spective

Doing something you love and having a sense of greater purpose in your work is also an
important aspect of building personal and professional resilience. When someone is doing
work that is meaningful and aligns with their greater vision, they are even more confident,
fulfilled and excited about showing up to their tasks each day. Here are some ways organiza-
tions can encourage team members to find the greater why behind their work: 

Often we hear resilience described as having a good “work / life balance”. Does this mean
that “life” is outside of work? Or that “life” doesn’t include work? And the idea of balance re-
quires equivalent proportions. Maintaining perspective means thinking more in terms of
supporting the harmony of all the elements that make up our lives as humans, what we 
give to our organizations while “at the office” included. 

Maintaining perspective also means fostering ways to build a healthy mindset around how
we interprete and internalize our work. This is also something we as leaders can model. If 
your company has the designation of “non-essential employees” when it comes to who 
can or cannot report to the office in a snow storm....that’s a good place to start rethinking
your perspective.

There’s a saying we love that goes “if you’re not growing, you’re dying.” We strongly believe in
and have seen the power of constant and never ending self-improvement. Having a culture
of growth, innovation and learning will allow your organization to increase its capacity and
competitive edge in the marketplace. Here are some ideas to incorporate growth into your
organization: 

Follow the lead of companies like Google and allow employees a certain amount of time
per month to dedicate to their passion projects or growth experiences. 

Have an open door policy for ideas and suggestions to make the organization even better. 

Invest in charity or local initiatives to increase the company impact in the world. 

Take steps to ensure that your organizations purpose is well-articulated, has authentic
buy-in from the entire organization and is front and center everyday. For example, is your
purpose reflected on the walls? Does it inform goal-setting and assessments? Is it a
regular part of decision-making ?

Bring in a quarterly speaker to talk with your team about personal and professional growth.
Speakers can talk about purpose driven leadership, resilience, change management, team-
work and more.

Give your team members access to digital learning courses on different topics that will help
them grow, learn and try new things. There are great options on Udemy that are cost-
effective and highly valuable. 

Continued



One of the most overlooked aspects of the resilience skill set is the ability to cultivate
compassion — both self-compassion and compassion for others. Consider programs 
that rotate employees into other roles or areas, even if it just for the day so they can 
“walk in someone else’s shoes” and appreciate different pespectives.

As the chart below shows, one of the biggest drains on resilience at work is “managing difficult
people or office politics at work.” This suggests that building meaningful relationships is a huge
part of what makes an organization as a whole resilient and sustainable. When the people
working at your organization are authentic, empowered, creative and fulfilled, magic will
happen. It’s a fact! Fostering a culture and context of connection and meaningful relationships
at work is a beautiful thing, as it leads to people feeling more safe, seen and heard.

Here are a few ways you can incorporate this into your organization: 
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Perspective

Build Netw�ks / Fost�ing C�p�ative Int�acti�

Develop or bring in meaningful and impactful training on diversity, inclusion, negotiation,
and handling difficult people.

Host important discussions within your organization each month. You can discuss things
like collaboration versus competition, creativity, productivity and more. 

Build time into the work day for people to connect person to person and not just about
tasks and timelines. Allow people to interact and connect over their cup of morning
coffee or perhaps bring everyone together after lunch for a 5 minute company
meditation session.

Continued

Develop and execute a constructive 360 degree feedback loop system.
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Idea Worksheet

Things I’d Like to Bring Back to My Organizati�
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The Conscious PIVOT Podcast at

From entrepreneurship and leadership - to purpose an spirtuality - 
the Conscious PIVOT Podcast is the place for powerful insights, 
interviews, stories, tools, and actionable advice from people who
have successfully reinvented some area of their business and 
personal life. Gain greater insights to navigate your own pivot, 
learn how to fully embrace new opportunities, increase your 
performance, master the art and science of innovation and 
resilience, and love your life! Join Adam for a much needed  
dose of energy, HEART and real talk. Let your pivot begin!

LET’S STAY CONNECTED
 Team@AdamMarkel.com

www.AdamMarkel.com
30

StartMyPIVOT.com

Thinking about getting your PIVOT started? Or rethinking the
trajectory you're on? Visit StartMyPIVOT.com and download our
Kickstart Guide. The guide walks you through the 6 mustanswer
questions to ensure a successful PIVOT. Join our email
community and enjoy Adam's thoughtful reflections,
inspirational stories, resources, and tips, and strategies to 10x
your business, relationships and personal fulfillment.

AdamMarkel.com/podcasts

+1.877.MY.PIVOT

Bring Adam and the PIVOT Team into your organization or corporation for an engaging,
interactive and impactful workshop. Current workshops are Resilience for The Corporate
Leader: Becoming a Resilient Leader & Redefining The Archetype of The Corporate Warrior
and The Heart of Enrollment:  The Art & Science of Effective Presentations From the Heart.
Inquire at Team@AdamMarkel.com or call +1.877.MY.PIVOT.

Building Work Cultures of Impact, Inspiration and Resilience

Workshop Series
MORE


